
Substitute some of the time you would spend
riding/exercising with spending quality time

with your horse. We often rush around trying to
get everything done and forget to take a

minute 
to give our horses a bit of fuss! 

Give them a really thourough groom
scratching all their favourite

places, or just spend 10
minutes sitting with

them in their
stable!

Grooming and bonding

Teach them something!
Teaching your horse a new trick such as to lift their
foot on command or to lower their head is a great
way to get their mind working. As a bonus, it will
help you in their day-to-day management and may
also help in their physiotherapy 
sessions.
*Always use positive 
reinforcement and work at your 
horses pace*

Massage has 
a great calming 
effect as well as

providing an opportunity
for you and your horse to

bond and keeping all
their muscles supple 

and soft! 

For a 
demo on how to

effectively massage
your horse, just ask!

Or check out our
video demo on our

website.

WHAT TO DO WITH YOUR HORSE WHEN
THEY'RE ON BOX REST

Horses are natural grazers and are built to spend the majority of their day foraging for food. This
makes it difficult for us to manage them when they are on box rest and they can easily put on
weight. If you restrict their food then you can encounter a range of mental issues such as vices
developing and physical issues such as stomach ulcers. You can use haynets, specifically with
small holes to make them forage harder. Haynets have their downsides but for managing weight
the benefits often outweigh them. You can also try and give them little amounts of forage
throughout the day if possible instead of feeding at only two intervals. Your forage should be a
soaked hay if your horse is at risk of putting on weight as it has the lowest sugar and calorie
content. Your veterinarian should also be able to guide you on weight management. 

You can hide all sorts of yummy things around your horses stable
for them to spend time foraging around and finding them. Horses

are grazers so they must spend  as much time as possible
foraging around to benefit their mental well-being and their

physical health by  slowing down their feeding.
Good things to hide around the stable are cow parsley, celery,

nettles or vegetable peelings. You can also use fruits and
vegetables in moderation, anything that is a tasty treat without

being too detrimental to your horses weight is perfect.
If your horse recieves hard feed you can scatter feed this too 

 using slow feeding toys or by simply scattering it along the floor
in a clean and dry area of their stable. This will cause them to eat

slower and work harder for it as well as encouraging a more
natual feeding position of having the head lowered. 

Massage

Stick some apples in your horses water bucket
and watch them bob for them. This is entertaining
for both them and you as it's pretty funny to
watch! Just watch how many apples you give
them as weight management is very important
when your horse is on box rest. But 
this could be a good way to 
occupy their mind for a little 
while.

Apple bobbing

Why do I need to?
Horses can be on box rest for a number of reasons such as following surgery, during a lameness episode or due to an ongoing condition. Whatever the

reason, they may have energy pent up which can make them do something silly and hurt themselves or others. Usually your horses outlet might be their
exercise or turnout, but in these instances we need to provide an alternative to stop them becoming difficult to handle. 
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Scatter feed Radio!
If you can, put the radio on for your

horse when you're not around.
Certain genres of music have even

been found to have an effect of
horses mood! The voices will also

be good if people aren't around.

Slow down their feeding

Break up their day
Obviously this is a very difficult time for you in terms of your horses management and you may not

be able to be there any more than you already are due to other commitments. However if it's
possible, visiting your horse at more regular intervals, or arranging someone who can, may be a

nice way to break up your horses day. These visits don't have to be long and could allow you to also
break up their feeding into smaller more regular intervals. You could go in and sit in their stable for

5 minutes, or give them a scratch, or just talk to them for a bit. Simple things can make a huge
difference to how your horse copes on it's box rest.


